The glottal to noise excitation ratio (GNE) is an acoustic measure designed to assess the amount of noise in a pulse train generated by the oscillation of the vocal folds. So far its properties have only been studied for synthesized signals where it was found to be independent of variations of fundamental frequency (jitter) and amplitude (shimmer). On the other hand, other features designed for the same purpose like NNE (normalized noise energy) or CHNR (cepstrum based harmonics to noise ratio) did not show this independence. This advantage of the GNE over NNE and CHNR as well as its general applicability in voice quality assessment is now tested for real speech using a large group of pathologic voices (n=447). A set of four acoustic features is extracted from a total of twenty-two mostly well-known acoustic voice quality measures by correlation analysis, mutual information analysis, and principal components analysis. Three of these measures are chosen to assess primarily different aspects of signal aperiodicity while the fourth one indicates the noise content of the signal. All analysis methods lead to the same feature set that consists of a measure of period correlation, jitter, shimmer, and GNE. The two-dimensional projection of this set named "hoarseness diagram" allows a graphical illustration of voice quality that can be easily interpreted.
I Introduction
The use of acoustic features in the description of pathological voice quality has been tested in various contexts and with a variety of goals. Some of its attractiveness stems from the idea that they might supply a way to quantitatively assess voice characteristics that are otherwise difficult to measure (e.g., Kreiman and Gerratt, 1996) . Studies on pathological voices have correlated acoustic features with perceptual qualities (Murry et al., 1977; Hammarberg et al., 1980 Hammarberg et al., , 1981 Fritzell et al., 1983a; Askenfelt and Hammarberg, 1986; Hirano et al., 1986 Hirano et al., , 1988 Eskenazi et al., 1990; Rammage et al., 1992; Kreiman et al., 1992; Kreiman and Gerratt, 1994; Dejonckere, 1995; de Krom, 1995; Bielamowicz et al., 1996; Hillenbrand and Houde, 1996) or, to a lesser extent, with physiologic conditions at the glottis (Hirano et al., 1986; Rammage et al., 1992) . However, the results are often ambiguous and sometimes even contradictory, so the choice of the appropriate acoustic measures as well as their interpretation are still unsolved problems.
Acoustic features may be grouped according to the signal characteristics they are supposed to measure. Although there are many different possible categories, the terms "aperiodicity features" and "noise features" can be considered as two important labels. "Aperiodicity features" have been used to describe perceptual roughness (Hirano et al., 1988; Hillenbrand, 1988; Arends et al., 1990; Dejonckere, 1995) or the periodicity of glottal vibration (Dejonckere, 1995) . "Noise features" have been found by some researchers to be indicators of breathiness (Hammarberg et al., 1981; Klatt and Klatt, 1990; Hillenbrand et al., 1994; Dejonckere, 1995; Hillenbrand and Houde, 1996) , although these findings are controversial. Also, "noise features" have been related to certain physiological conditions during the phonatory cycle such as a glottal gap (Södersten and Lindestad, 1990) or softer closure (Hillenbrand et al., 1994) .
"Aperiodicity features" are designed to capture the various forms of periodicity disturbances in the acoustic signal (Klingholz, 1987) . One special kind of aperiodicity is related to changes in the waveform shape between glottal cycles. This effect can be measured by the mean correlation coefficient calculated for all pairs of successive cycles. Two other kinds result from variations of the fundamental frequency (F 0 ) and of the cycle-to-cycle peak amplitude or energy. These aperiodicities are described by the "classical" features jitter and shimmer, respectively. In the long history of the description of signal aperiodicity many different definitions of jitter and shimmer measures have evolved (for overviews see e.g., Kasuya et al., 1986a; Pinto and Titze, 1990; Bielamowicz et al., 1996) . In spite of their widespread application in voice quality assessment, recent findings of Schoentgen and deGuchteneere (1997) may lead to the necessity to rethink the general concept underlying these two acoustic features.
To the "noise feature" group belong the features designed to measure the relative noise component in a speech signal. Prominent members of this group are the harmonics to noise ratio (HNR; Yumoto et al., 1982) and the normalized noise energy (NNE; Kasuya et al., 1986a ) that have been studied in various contexts (Hirano et al., 1988; Eskenazi et al., 1990; Childers and Lee, 1991; Kreiman et al., 1993; Dejonckere, 1995; Bielamowicz et al., 1996; Qi and Hillman, 1997) . A recently developed feature belonging to this group is the glottal to noise excitation ratio (GNE; Michaelis and Strube, 1995) .
One of the main problems with grouping acoustic features according to their principal use is that most of them are sensitive to several acoustic properties. This mutual dependence may be one of the reasons for the difficulty in interpreting seemingly contradictory results found in the literature. With regard to the two groups mentioned above, it is obvious that waveform correlation, jitter, and shimmer (especially amplitude shimmer) will be noise sensitive to some extent depending on the particular algorithm. On the other hand, NNE and HNR were found to be sensitive to jitter and shimmer for synthetic signals (Michaelis et al., 1997a) .
The question now arises, which are the features to supply the best independent assessment of irregularity and additive noise in pathologic voices. Only if these two voice properties can be measured independently should conclusions be drawn about their relevance with regard to different perceptual qualities like roughness or breathiness or to the underlying physiologic conditions at the glottis.
In this paper we address this issue, with particular emphasis on whether GNE is the "noise feature" supplying more additional information about a pathological voice than NNE and HNR. We will proceed as follows: first, correlations are calculated for a total of 22 voice quality measures (13 of aperiodicity, 9 of noise). Second, using a technique from information theory, a mutual information analysis is performed to find the best jitter and shimmer measures of our list. Once these features have been determined, mutual information analysis is used again to find the best additional "noise measure". Third, the underlying dimensionality of the thus obtained four-feature sub-space is determined by principal components analysis (PCA). After it is found to be two-dimensional, PCA of the complete 22-dimensional feature space is used to confirm the former results. Finally, a two-dimensional graphical representation named "hoarseness diagram" is derived that allows an easy interpretation of the acoustic features.
II Methods

A Speech material
The German vowel [":] was recorded for 447 different speakers (male and female) between the ages of 10 and 80 (mean: 48). They showed a variety of organic and functional voice disorders (see Table I ). 88 normal voices (persons with no history of voice problems) aged 18 to 90 (mean: 47) were recorded as reference group. The vowel was sustained by the subject at comfortable pitch and loudness for several seconds. It was digitally recorded in a soundproof room using the Kay Computer Speech Lab (CSL 4300) at a sampling frequency of 50kHz. 1s of the middle part of the signal was used for acoustic analysis which was performed in a completely automated and unsupervised way. No segments were rejected since perturbation measures were extrapolated to highly disturbed voices as will be described in the following section. This data set is the one used in the experiments unless stated otherwise.
In order to increase the significance of the mutual information analyses, a second data set was generated. Here the same 447 recordings of the first set were used plus additional recordings of the same patients taken at other times. For the resulting 1099 recordings, the acoustic features described in the following were calculated on 500ms frames with a shift of 250ms. In this way a total of n=13414 analyzed segments (i.e. data points) were obtained. The Wilcoxon test showed no significant differences in the feature distributions between the regular pathological group (n=447) and the large pathological group (n=13414). (Milenkovic, 1987; Titze and Liang, 1992) . The time range to be tested by this algorithm is set to 0.5 and 1.5 times the time lag (restricted to 2.5ms t 15ms) of the maximum of the auto correlation function calculated for the current frame.
As jitter and shimmer measures the perturbation factor (PF; Hollien et al., 1975) and the perturbation quotient (PQ; Koike, 1971) were chosen. They come as part of commercial analysis systems such as the CSL system of Kay Elemetrics and allow a good comparability of the results to other studies because of their wide-spread application. For a sequence u( ) the following definitions were used according to Kasuya et al. (1993) : If u( ) is chosen as the period length sequence P ( ), the period perturbation factor (PPF) and the period perturbation quotient (PPQ) define different jitter measures. In the following, PPF will be abbreviated as j2. For PPQ, different choices of K (3,5,7,11,15) lead to the jitter measures abbreviated as j3, j5, j7, j11, j15 (see Table II ). Analogously, shimmer is measured by the energy perturbation factor (EPF) (abbreviated as s2) or the energy perturbation quotient (EPQ) if u( )is chosen as E( ). Again, different values for K result in the measures s3, s5, s7, s11, s15 (see Table II ). Since the shimmer measures are based on the energy sequence, they are expected to be considerably less susceptible to noise than the amplitude shimmer often used in acoustic voice analyses. Titze and Liang (1992) came to the conclusion that jitter and shimmer cannot be determined accurately for highly disturbed voices. Indeed, for increasingly aperiodic signals those features more and more loose their meaning as indicators of deviations from periodicity. However, the waveform matching algorithm does not depend a-priori on the degree of signal periodicity and therefore can be applied to any kind of voice signal. For whispered voices (i.e. totally aperiodic signals) the algorithm is found to position the period markers in a seemingly random manner . Therefore PF and PQ show high values for these voices. This behavior is found to be consistent for any intermediate deviations from periodicity and therefore allows an interpretable quantitative classification of any voice (Michaelis et al., 1997b; Fröhlich et al., , 1998a .
The mean of all correlation coefficients evaluated for every pair of consecutive periods is used as the acoustic measure termed mean waveform matching coefficient (MWC). It indicates the overall similarity between the cycles of the time signal. The algorithmic evaluation of the MWC is relatively robust compared to the jitter and shimmer calculation. Its upper limit of 1 is reached for signals with identical period shapes (i.e. strictly periodic signals). MWC decreases with increasing differences in length or shape between consecutive periods, i.e. with short-term variations of the time signal.
NNE, CHNR, and GNE
Normalized noise energy (NNE) (Kasuya et al., 1986b) and cepstrum based harmonics to noise ratio (CHNR) (de Krom, 1993) are designed to measure the relative noise content of a signal. Both NNE and CHNR were found to be sensitive to jitter and shimmer for synthetic signals (Michaelis et al., 1997a) . A recently developed feature designed to measure the additive noise in a speech signal is the glottal to noise excitation ratio (GNE) (see Appendix).
The use of three different bandwidths leads to different GNE measures (see Table II ): gne1 is calculated using a bandwidth of 1kHz, gne2 using 2kHz, and gne3 using 3kHz. Similarly, several different realizations of NNE and CHNR were tested: nne1 and chnr1 are calculated for the frequency range 60 to 5000Hz, nne2 and chnr2 for 60 to 2000Hz, and nne3 and chnr3 for 1000 to 5000Hz.
C Rank correlation analysis
Correlation analysis was applied to the set of 22 acoustic measures stated in Table II in order to determine interdependencies between different features. The statistic applied was the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (Press et al., 1989) which is independent of the shape of the underlying data distribution. Pairwise correlations were calculated for all combinations of the acoustic measures (n = 0:5 22 21 = 231). For further interpretations the significance of the difference between correlation coefficients was calculated by Fisher z-transformation of the correlation coefficients and testing the difference for being normal distributed (van denBrink and Koele, 1987) .
The significance levels for all correlations and differences of correlations were calculated applying the Bonferroni-Holm correction (Holm, 1979) which was performed separately for the normal and pathological voice group. The number of tests used for the correction was 369 for the pathological and 261 for the normal group. These totals result from the 231 correlations for each group, 30 (= 2 0:5 6 5) differences of all intra-jitter/intra-shimmer correlations (i.,e. correlations of all combinations of the 6 jitter (shimmer) measures) and the {j3,s15} correlation for each group, and -for the pathological group only -108 (= 3 0:5 9 8)differences between all the correlations of the "noise measures" with j3, s15, and MWC (the specific choice of the measures for these tests will become apparent in the specific sections). Throughout this paper results will be interpreted at a significance level of p 0:05.
D Mutual information analysis 1 Generalization of the mutual information
The calculation of the mutual information (Fraser and Swinney, 1986) between different acoustic features is based on their probability distributions. Its derivation will be explained in detail for the simple case of a two-dimensional data distribution. Throughout this section, for a given measure the frequency of occurrence within a certain value range will be interpreted as the probability of the measure to be found in this interval.
For the two acoustic features x 1 and x 2 the data are binned to M intervals. These intervals are uniformly distributed along each feature axis and cover the whole corresponding value ranges. Let n i (x 1 ) be the number of x 1 -values to be found in bin i (analogously n i (x 2 ) for feature x 2 ) while n ij (x 1 ; x 2 ) is the number of x 1 -values found in bin i and x 2 -values found in bin j simultaneously. Using this binned description of the data distributionfor x 1 and x 2 , the estimated probability to find feature x 1 or x 2 in bin i is given by p i (x ) = n i (x )=M;i = 1;::;M; = 1;2. The estimated joint probability that x 1 will be found in bin i and x 2 in bin j is given by p ij (x 1 ; x 2 ) = n ij (x 1 ; x 2 )=M 2 ;i;j = 1;::;M. Using these expressions the one-dimensional and the two-dimensional entropy are given by:
p ij (x 1 ; x 2 )ld(p ij (x 1 ; x 2 )) (4) with ld denoting the base 2 logarithm.
With definitions (3), (4) the mutual information between two features is expressed by I 2 = I(x 1 ; x 2 ) = H(x 1 ) + H(x 2 )?H(x 1 ; x 2 ). I 2 can be interpreted as the average number of bits that are predictable of x 2 if x 1 is known, and vice versa. It can be generalized easily to dimensions:
H(x i ) ? H(x 1 ; :::; x ): (5)
The number of bins M should be as high as possible in order to yield a good approximation of the -dimensional probability distribution. However, it is limited by the data available since the number of -dimensional hyper-bins necessary to cover the whole -dimensional feature space is M . This means that for e.g. = 4 and M = 8 (which represent values actually used in the analysis) at least 4096 data points are necessary to guarantee statistically the occurrence of at least one point per hyper-bin.
Normalized increase of information
If a measure is added to a given set of measures, generally not all bits of the new measure can be predicted by the old ones. The remaining, unpredictable part can be regarded as additional information about the data that is described exclusively by the added measure. However, the interpretation of this informational gain is up to the experimenter as the resulting numerical value does not tell whether the gain is due to random (and therefore unpredictable) noise or whether it indeed indicates new, meaningful properties of the data. In the present study, all acoustic features are known to describe different aspects of voice quality in a meaningful way. Therefore the quantitative value of the informational gain can be used to determine the (in this sense) optimal four-feature set starting from a three-feature set.
The maximum information B (in units "bit") for one feature is B = ld(M ). Using Eq. (3), (5) ( = 3;4) we define the normalized additional information that results from adding x 4 to the set {x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 } similar to the marginal redundancy of Kumar and Mullik (1996) as
The mutual information has been shown to be independent of monotonic coordinate transformation (Fraser and Swinney, 1986) . Therefore replacing the data values by their ranks as performed in this study is permissible. If the feature values are in this way uniformly distributed, the one-dimensional entropy is maximum: H(x i ) = B; i = 1;:::; . Now a value of I R = 0 indicates that the fourth feature does not add new information (e.g., if it is chosen as one of the features x 1 ; x 2 , or
x 3 already present). On the other hand, I R = 1 indicates the maximum increase of information possible.
1
E Principal components analysis
The underlying dimensionality of a data distribution as well as its most significant components can be determined by principal components analysis (PCA). The technique applied in this study is the singular value decomposition (SVD; Press et al., 1989) . SVD projects correlated measures onto the same principal axis of the data distribution. If the variances in some principal directions are negligible, the data space can be described in the new, lower-dimensional coordinate system defined by the principal vectors.
One advantage of this linear method is that the dimensionality of the data distribution can be estimated simply by counting the number of principal components that account for most of the data variance. The description in a low-dimensional coordinate system often facilitates the interpretation of the data.
All 13 "aperiodicity measures" show asymmetric distributions. Jitter and shimmer are found with a much higher probability at small values, while for MWC most values are close to 1. However, Gaussian data distributions are preferable for principal components analysis. On the other hand, monotonic transformations do not influence the other two analysis techniques (rank correlation analysis and mutual information analysis). Therefore the transformed measures using the different monotonic functions stated in Table II were used for all the analyses.
In order to apply the SVD the data has to be normalized. This is done by first subtracting the mean of the group (pathological/ normal as stated in Table II) , then dividing the result by the corresponding standard deviation. The mean GNE increases with decreasing bandwidth which is in accordance with results on synthesized signals (Michaelis et al., 1997a) . NNE and CHNR show an estimated noise energy that is about 8dB higher for the frequency range 1 to 5kHz than for 60 to 5000Hz due to the relative attenuation of the harmonics at higher frequencies with regards to the noise level.
III Results and discussion
A Acoustic analysis of normal and pathologic voices
The differences between the means of the pathological and the normal group are significant for all measures according to the Wilcoxon two-sample test. Nevertheless, the s.d. for all measures are higher in the pathological group than in the normal group. At the same time the means are less than one s.d. of the pathological group apart for any given measure. This overlap signifies that a discrimination of voice quality based on just one measure cannot be considered complete or unique.
B Rank correlation analysis 1 Correlations between jitter and shimmer
Rank correlations for all combinations of jitter and shimmer measures are significant. For the pathological voice group the correlation between the different jitter features is very high (0.84 to 0.99). For the different shimmer features these correlations are even exceeded (0.90 to 0.99). The correlation between jitter and shimmer measures is still relatively high, but clearly lower (0.74 to 0.87). The lowest correlation (0.74) is found between j3 and s15.
For the normal voices the correlations are generally lower than for the pathologic group but still significant. They range from 0.66 to 0.98 for jitter, 0.73 to 0.98 for shimmer, and 0.46 to 0.76 for the correlation between jitter and shimmer measures. The lowest correlation (0.46) is found again for {j3,s15}.
Since for both groups j3 and s15 are correlated the least, this measure combination supplies the most information on the signal (given this particular set of measures). Therefore, the differences of all intra-jitter (i.e., all combinations of jitter measures) and intra-shimmer were tested against the correlation of this set.
2 For the pathological group, all intra-jitter/intrashimmer correlations are found to be significantly higher than the {j3,s15} correlation (0.74). For the normal group, the correlations are significantly higher than the {j3,s15} correlation (0.46) with the exception of {j3,j11}, {j3,j15}, and {s3,s15} (correlations 0.75, 0.66, 0.73 respectively).
These findings suggest that for pathological voices the "locality" of the jitter or shimmer measure (i.e. the number of averaged cycles) is of secondary importance. The significant correlations between jitter and shimmer indicate that both measures assess similar voice characteristics. This was to be expected on theoretical grounds since they represent different aspects of signal aperiodicity (Klingholz, 1987 ) that may be caused by the same phenomenon (e.g. an asymmetry of the vocal folds due to pathological tissue changes) and since jitter automatically introduces shimmer to a signal (Hillenbrand, 1987) .
On the other hand, the minimum correlations of 0.74 and 0.46 for the pathological and normal group respectively reflect that jitter and shimmer are not assessing identical aspects of signal irregularity. While variations of correlation coefficients may in principle be -to some extent -due to chance if a great number of correlations is calculated, the significant difference between intra-jitter/intra-shimmer correlations and the {j3,s15} correlation can also be interpreted in that this particular combination of jitter and shimmer measures gives a significant advantage over the use of just one jitter or shimmer measure or a combination of two jitter or two shimmer measures. This interpretation is in accordance with the variety of findings described in the literature on which grounds no preference can be given to either jitter or shimmer over the other. 
Correlations between NNE, CHNR, and GNE
The correlation coefficients between GNE, NNE, and CHNR features are given in Table III . For pathological voices the correlation between the different GNE measures is very high (0.89 to 0.96). The smallest value is found for the combination {gne1,gne3} which represents the largest difference in bandwidth.
Of the NNE and CHNR measures, the ones defined for the high frequency region (nne3 and chnr3) are found to be the ones most similar to GNE (correlation 0.75 to 0.79 for nne3, 0.82 to 0.86 for chnr3). Correlations of the other NNE and CHNR measures with GNE are considerably lower (0.45 to 0.53 for nne1/nne2, 0.60 to 0.71 for chnr1/chnr2). The importance of the higher frequency region in the description of pathological voices has already been pointed out by researchers using the NNE (Kasuya et al., 1986b) .
If the same frequency ranges are compared, the correlations between CHNR and NNE measures are very high (0.88 to 0.96). Taking into account the design of the two features that both relate the harmonic energy to the non-harmonic energy it seems plausible to interpret this co-variance as indication that CHNR and NNE measure similar voice properties. The correlations also indicate that the choice of the frequency range has a greater effect than the specific method used (i.e., NNE or CHNR).
For the normal voices all NNE and CHNR measures are significantly correlated with the one exception of {chnr3,nne2}. However, no significant correlations are found between GNE measures and NNE/CHNR (with the exceptions of {chnr3/gne1} and {chnr3/gne2}). While one possible explanation may be the limited value range for the normal voices, these findings can also be interpreted as indication that for normal voices GNE is sensitive to other voice characteristics than NNE and CHNR. Table IV shows the correlations of GNE, NNE, and CHNR with jitter and shimmer. For the pathological group all values are significant. The correlations between jitter/shimmer and GNE are smaller than between jitter/shimmer and NNE/CHNR. The minimum correlation of any "noise measure" with jitter or shimmer measures is found for gne3. All pairwise differences between the correlation coefficients of any of the 9 "noise measures" with both j3 or s15 were tested for their significance (i.e., all combinations of values in the j3 column and in the s15 column for the pathological voice group in Table IV ). It was found that correlations of gne2 or gne3 were significantly smaller than correlations of CHNR or NNE measures.
Correlations of jitter and shimmer with NNE, CHNR, and GNE
For the normal group no significant correlation between any GNE measure and any jitter or shimmer measure is found. On the other hand, all CHNR and NNE measures are correlated significantly with jitter and shimmer. The insignificant correlations between GNE and the aperiodicity measures for the normal group and the significantly lower correlation for the pathologic group, together with the significant correlations of NNE/CHNR measures with jitter or shimmer can be interpreted that GNE measures additive noise independently of jitter and shimmer. This is in accordance with results on synthetic signals where gne3 was found to be independent of jitter and shimmer (Michaelis et al., 1997a) .
The observation that the correlation of GNE with jitter and shimmer only occurs for pathologic voices can be interpreted as follows: GNE on the one hand and jitter and shimmer on the other hand measure two different voice qualities that often appear together in pathological voices (as has been argued by e.g. Eskenazi et al. (1990); Dejonckere (1995) ). Jitter and shimmer have been associated with irregularities of oscillation that may be due to morphological changes of tissue properties (e.g., changes of the oscillating masses for tumors or cysts, changes of the elastic properties for vocal fold paralysis) (Lieberman, 1963; Dejonckere, 1995) . Additive noise may be attributed to air passing through a glottal leak (e.g., for tumors, vocal fold paralyses, post-operative conditions for tumor patients) (Kasuya et al., 1986a; Dejonckere, 1995) . Under these assumptions it is reasonable to expect measures of aperiodicity and noise content to covary for pathological voices (Lieberman, 1963; Dejonckere, 1995) . Since voice quality of normal voices is generally regarded to possess many independent degrees of freedom this covariance is not to be expected for the normal group. 
Correlations of MWC
The correlations of MWC with the other acoustic measures are stated in Table V . The left two columns show the correlation coefficients with jitter and shimmer. The high values for the pathological group (0.78 to 0.89) can be interpreted as indication that MWC measures indeed one aspect of aperiodicity. For the normal group the only insignificant correlation is with j3 which again suggests to use both MWC and this specific jitter measure.
The correlations of MWC with GNE, NNE, and CHNR are stated in the right column. For the pathological group differences between MWC and the 9 "noise measures" were also tested for their significance. It was found that MWC correlates significantly less with GNE (0.58 to 0.65) than with NNE/CHNR (0.77 to 0.95), while for normal voices there is no significant correlation for MWC with GNE measures. In contrast, MWC is significantly correlated with NNE/CHNR (0.43 to 0.80) for normal voices. This can be interpreted that for normal voices deviations from the periodic structure that are measured by MWC are mainly due to variations in shape and period length. If they resulted primarily from additive noise, correlations should be found between MWC and the noise-sensitive GNE measures.
In summary, the correlations of jitter, shimmer, or MWC with GNE are generally either insignificant of significantly smaller than the ones with NNE or CHNR measures. Comparing the different GNE measures, the lowest correlation with different "aperiodicity measures" is found for gne3. We conclude that rank order correlation points to gne3 as the best supplement to the three features jitter, shimmer, and MWC and, more specifically, to the combination {j3,s15,MWC,gne3}. 
C Mutual information
A non-linear approach to find the best feature combination in the description of pathological voices is taken from information theory. According to this approach, the one feature that adds the least mutual information to a given set is regarded as the optimal supplement. For the analyses in this section the data values were replaced by their ranks.
Under the assumption that any irregularity in pathological voices may be found in the F 0 sequence, the energy sequence, or the waveform shape of the glottal cycles (Klingholz, 1987) , the best choice of jitter and shimmer measures from our list was determined. This was achieved by calculating the threedimensional mutual information for all combinations of one jitter measure (j2, j3, j5, j7, j11, j15), one shimmer measure (s2, s3, s5, s7, s11, s15), and MWC. The lowest mutual information was found for the combination {MWC, j3, s15}.
Next, the "noise measure" of our list best supplementing this three-feature set was to be determined. Therefore in this second step the four-dimensional normalized additional information ( I R ) was calculated for all combinations of the set {MWC, j3, s15} plus one of the GNE, NNE, or CHNR measures. Also, a sequence of random numbers (referred to simply as "noise" in the following) was used as fourth "feature" to supply a reference.
3 Theoretically, the predictability of such a "feature" should be zero (corresponding to the highest normalized additional information possible, i.e. I R =1).
4 Theory predicts that the addition of one of the measures already present should amount to a zero increase of information. Therefore j3 was used as yet another fourth feature to test the performance of the algorithm. The results for the pathological group are displayed in Fig.  1 (left) . The general drop of the curves reflects the rapid decrease of the average number of data points per hyper-bin when the number of bins per feature axis is increased. For this reason the upper limit of I R (realized by using noise as fourth feature) has already dropped to approximately 0.95 for M =4. This indicates that in this case I R can be stated only with a 5% accuracy while 4 bins per axis still give a relatively crude approximation of the probability density of the corresponding measure.
For this reason the same analysis was performed again using the large pathological group (n=13414). Now the drop of the curves starts at higher values of M (Fig. 1, right) . In this case the curves reach maximum values for M =8. At this point the value for noise is still greater than 0.95. This signifies that the number of data points per hyper-bin is still sufficiently large to yield dependable results while 8 bins per axis give a much better approximation of the probability distribution than the previous 4 bins. In any case, the ranking of the features with respect to the normalized additional information is not affected by the choice of M and is the same for either data group. As conclusion, the best additional measure indicated by the curves in Fig. 1 is gne3 .
Summarizing the results of this section: generally, the ranking of the "noise features" corresponds to the results of the correlation analysis of the previous section -the lower the correlation with the "aperiodicity measures", the higher the normalized additional information. Analysis of the normalized additional information consistently shows for both data sets of pathological voices that about 80% of the possible increase of information can be obtained by gne3 supplementing the set {MWC, j3, s15}. This is about 20% more than the informational gain realized by adding any NNE or CHNR measure. Since GNE gives interpretable information about a voice (in contrast to random noise), the results of this section point to {MWC, j3, s15, gne3} as optimal four-item set out of the given 22 acoustic measures.
D Principal components analysis using singular value decomposition (SVD) 1 Analysis of four-dimensional feature spaces
In the previous section the combination of {MWC, j3,s15} was determined as the best choice of the list of "aperiodicity features" from an information theory perspective. Now principal components analysis is applied to the four-dimensional data space defined by this three-feature set and one additional "noise measure" to determine the underlying dimensionality of the data space.
The results for the three data groups (normal, small and large pathological) are listed in Table VI . The values for the pathological groups show that gne3 consistently maximizes the variance of the second principal axis compared to the NNE and CHNR measures. In particular, the variance of the second principal axis is higher for gne3 (16%) than for chnr3 (9%) and nne3 (10%).
Generally, for the pathological groups only 5 to 8% of the variance are located outside the plane defined by the first two axes. Therefore the informational loss by projecting the fourdimensional space onto a two-dimensional sub-space is relatively small. The statistical congruence of the small and large pathological group is again confirmed by the observation that the differences in the results for both groups never exceed 1%.
For the normal group the four-feature space cannot be projected onto a two-dimensional sub-space without considerable loss of information. A possible interpretation is that for normal voices the four measures vary independently and that a higherdimensional description is needed for an adequate classification of voice quality. Table VI: Variance accounted for by the first four principal axes for the combination of {j3, s15, MWC} with one of the GNE (log), NNE, and CHNR measures for the pathological group (n = 447), the extended pathological group (n = 13414), and the normal group (n = 88). PCA supplies a means to analyze the complete 22-dimensional feature space simultaneously and was therefore used to test whether GNE is indeed the main contributor to the second principal axis. With this motivation SVD was performed for the complete set of the 22 acoustic measures stated in Table II . The variance accounted for by the different principal axes is shown in Fig. 2 . A two-dimensional space results for the pathological group and a four-dimensional space for the normal group if principal components accounting for less than 5% of the data are considered negligible. For both groups the first axis is the predominant one, accounting for 80% of the variance for the pathological group and 59% for the normal group. A deeper insight into the structure of the principal directions is gained by a closer look at the components of the first two principal vectors (Fig. 3) . For the pathological group the absolute values of the contribution to the first principal axis are approximately constant (0.2) with the exception of the GNE measures at clearly lower values (Fig. 3, top) . For the normal group, where GNE hardly contributes to the first principal axis at all, this difference between GNE and the other measures is even more pronounced. However, the three GNE measures are found to be the main contributors to the second principal axis (Fig. 3, bottom) . This indicates GNE as the dominant feature for the data distribution to be two-dimensional instead of just one-dimensional. These findings support the previous results of the SVD on four-feature sub-sets.
E The "hoarseness diagram"
The results of the last section cannot be interpreted easily without a deeper understanding of the analysis methods applied. However, for a clinical application a concise (yet suggestive) way to present the results is desirable. Since the data space of the pathological voices was found to be two-dimensional, a two-dimensional graphical representation seems to be the most obvious way to present the acoustic analysis.
In order to obtain a suitable graph, the coordinate system defined by the first two principal components of the {MWC, j3, s15, gne3}-system is rotated by 63.9 degrees. This leads to a minimization of the gne3-component in the first principal direction (see Table VII , top). Simplifying further, not these exact factors are used but a balanced idealization (Table VII,  bottom ). An offset of 5 and 1.5 is chosen for the x-axis and the y-axis respectively in order to obtain positive values for all data. The GNE enters the y-coordinate linearly (instead of the logarithmic feature gne3) to supply a better possibility to distinguish between normal and pathologic voices.
The coordinates in this plot of the normalized data are thus given by the equations: 
From Eq. (7) it can be seen that only "aperiodicity measures" enter the x-coordinate so that this axis is named irregularity component. Eq. (8) shows that the y-axis is based entirely on the "noise feature" GNE. Therefore the ordinate is labeled noise component. These two coordinates define the "hoarseness diagram" that allows a quantitative description and graphical interpretation of pathological voice quality (Michaelis et al., 1997b; Fröhlich et al., , 1998a . Table VII : Relative contribution of the four features MWC, j3, s15, and gne3 to the two principal axes rotated by 63.9 degrees. The rotation leads to a minimization of the fourth feature (gne3) in the first principal direction (top: exact values, bottom: balanced idealization used for the "hoarseness diagram"). The "hoarseness diagrams" of the large pathological group and the normal group in Fig. 4 reveal that a large area is covered by the pathologic voices. The normal voices are clustered in the lower left region and supply a reference when looking at the undifferentiated pathological group. j2  j3  j5  j7  j11  j15  s2  s3  s5  s7  s11  s15  gne1  gne2  gne3  nne1  nne2  nne3  chnr1  chnr2  chnr3 j2  j3  j5  j7  j11  j15  s2  s3  s5  s7  s11  s15  gne1  gne2  gne3  nne1  nne2  nne3  chnr1  chnr2  chnr3 for the normal group, in the second principal direction (bottom) 9.7% for the pathological group and 15% for the normal group.
IV Conclusion
A two-dimensional description of voice quality was derived from four acoustic voice quality measures. Three features (jitter, shimmer, mean period correlation MWC) describe different aspects of the signal irregularity. Mutual information analysis revealed that the best jitter and shimmer measures chosen from a list of 12 possible ones were the PPQ averaging 3 periods (j3) and the EPQ averaging 15 periods (s15). Results of the PCA suggest that these three measures contribute in roughly equal parts to a common dimension. An additional feature supplying new information about a pathological voice was determined from a list of measures capable to describe the noise content of a speech signal. Correlation analysis, mutual information analysis and principal components analysis consistently showed GNE with a 3kHz bandwidth of the Hilbert envelopes as the best additional measure. Compared to CHNR and NNE, GNE correlated less with jitter and shimmer for pathologic voices and not significantly for normal voices. Therefore GNE should be given preference for the independent measurement of additive noise.
The four features found to give the best description of a pathological voice were used to define the "hoarseness dia-gram". In this diagram jitter, shimmer, and period correlation contribute in equal parts to the x-coordinate while a linear function of the GNE defines the y-coordinate. The "hoarseness diagram" has already proven to be valuable in differentiating between various phonation mechanisms and specific vocal pathologies (Michaelis et al., 1997b; Fröhlich et al., 1998a,b) as well as in monitoring the progress of voices during voice rehabilitation (Fröhlich et al., 1998a,b) . Its correlation to perceptual voice qualities has been shown (Zwirner et al., 1998) .
